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Metallo user

“What is most important when you want to
purchase a product?” Exactly, a good prod- 
uct for a good price, good service from the 
producer, and a satisfied feeling.
A Metallo customer has purchased a pro- 
duct that meets the expectations of todays’ 
consumer. With these standards, Metallo 
can handle the competition. If you are loo- 
king for a good price-quality ratio, you have 
come to the right address at Metallo.

Metallo quality

Metallo has for years been known for its
wide range of cutting tools for the profes- 
sional user as well as the quality conscious 
consumer. By using only high-quality steel, 
Metallo reaches outstanding quality!

Spare parts are available for almost all 
Metallo products. Metallo means quality, 
and offers the user as much as 10 years 
guarantee on craftsmanship.

Metallo future

Metallo is really a true all-rounder due to 
the carefully selected product range.  
Metallo is always one step ahead because 
of the constant attention towards quality 
and development of the product range.

With the correct use and maintenance of 
the products, Metallo guarantees every 
end-user a good result, now and in the fu- 
ture.

Pruning tools

The Keizerskroon Metallo range includes a wide variety of pruning tools, applicable for 
various purposes. The range includes among others pruning shears, hedge shears, branch 
shears, grass trimmers and telescopic poles with tree pruning elements. Several hedge – 
and branch shears are adjustable as they have telescopic handles. In addition, some prun- 
ing shears and loppers are equipped with a ratchet system, so called Gear Power, which 
reduces the cutting effort substantially, and makes these products very suitable for people 
with RSI and also to help prevent future fatigue.

Knives

The Keizerskroon Metallo range includes a wide series of knives, such as knives with wood- 
en handles, PE handles, and pocket knives. The knives are made of the highest quality 
materials, and are available in several models. The knives are used within agri- and horticul- 
tural industries, as well as by fruit growers, florists, and the food processing industry. The 
knives with blue PE handles are ideal for harvesting HACCP qualified products.

Germo-Products

The Germo-Products of Keizerskroon Metallo consist of a series of products for specific 
purposes. The Leaf-Cutter from Germo-Products is used to cut off redundant leaves from 
various crops. The extremely sharp blades will make the cleanest possible cut. Used in 
combination with fluid disinfectants, the Germo-Knife is a great aid to reduce/prevent cross 
contamination, viruses and/or bacteria while harvesting.

Keizerskroon Metallo, since 1766!
The Keizerskroon Metallo range is a complete package of cutting and pruning tools for the 
professional user as well as the quality conscious consumer. Keizerskroon Metallo is an inter- 
nationally respected Dutch brand, with production facilities in Europe and Asia.
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Metallo Tools
shop display

Pruning shears

Metallo is the complete range of ergonomically designed pruning 
shears for both the professional user as well as the quality conscious 
consumer. By using only materials of the highest quality, Metallo 
reaches outstanding product quality, and gives up to 10 years guar-
antee on craftsmanship on almost all products. 

Grass shears

Grass shears are available in various sizes for different jobs. 
Equipped with a coating that reduces friction, they get the job done 
easy and quick. The lawn- and edging shears are also available with 
telescopic handles, and can be adjusted to your preferred length to 
reduce the chance of back problems during use.

Hedge shears
 
The wide range of Metallo hedge shears offers a perfect choice 
for every job that needs to be done. A good result requires spe-
cialized tools, comfortable grips and razor sharp blades; Metallo 
is the answer to your search for a perfect tool.

Discover the possibilities 
of Metallo Tools

Loppers

The loppers in the Metallo range can handle any job necessary. 
For the really heavy work, there are tools with the unique ratchet 
system called GEAR POWER. This system makes the cutting 
substantially easier, and at the same time spares the wrists and 
reduces fatigue. The Silver Line loppers from Metallo are avail-
able in various lengths with different cutting heads.

"Pull Saw"
pruning saw

Scissors

Scissors for everyone; harvesting scissors, fruit scissors, grape scissors, 
craft scissors; you name it, and Metallo has it! You will always find your 
preferred scissors within the wide Metallo scissors range. 

Germo-Products

The special products in the Germo-Products range, have 
been developed according to the strict rules and regula-
tions in connection with harvesting various crops. The 
Germo-Knife has a hollow handle, a reservoir for disinfec-
tants keeping the blade moist during cutting. The Leaf-Cut-
ter removes redundant leaves from for instance the tomato 
plants witwood damaging the fruits. And last but not least; 
The Germo-Scissors which transfers liquid to the crop with 
every cutting motion, also to prevent or reduce the risk of 
cross contamination.

Knives

Metallo has a very impressive range of knives with both 
PE and wooden handles, from small to large, made from 
strip steel, carbon steel and even stainless steel.  All of our 
knives are produced according to the well-known Solingen 
method.  

Pruning saws

A first class product range of high quality pruning saws! The taper 
ground blades are friction resistant, and all based on the PULL SAW 
method, designed to cut on the pull stroke which leaves the blade 
straight to ensure a clean and smooth cut. 

Telescopic poles and saws

If you cannot get high enough with the telescopic loppers, 
then the solution is near; the telescopic poles and pruning 
elements from Metallo. With these poles, you are able 
to prune up to a height of 6 meters. The products are all 
produced from high quality lightweight materials, and the 
job is done in a flash.
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Pruners

M
etallo K-0200

77

K-0100

K-0200

K-0200
K-0050

K-0060

K-0080

Upper blade: K-0050-1

Upper blade: K-0080-1

Upper blade: K-0100-1

Upper blade: K-0200-1

Silver-Line

Unlocked by squeezing
The safety lock can be locked and unlocked with one hand.

Open stainless steel spring
This spring ensures that the scissors remain flexible, because 
no rust, sand, plant juices, etc. will get stuck to the spring.

Gear Power
For the heavier work, you’ll need the shears with the unique ratchet 
system; called Gear Power. They reduce the cutting effort substantially, 
spare the wrists, and help prevent injuries.

6

Carbon hardened steel

Teflon coated

Interchangeable upper blade

Long life span 

Left and right handed

Gear Power

Hard chrome plating

Carbon hardened steel

Lightweight aluminium

Interchangeable blades

Long life span

Double bumpers

6/48 6/48

6/486/48

6/48

Anvil

20 20

2515

15

170180

230200

Pruner with unique locking system, bypass, red/grey

Pruner with unique locking system, straight blades, red/grey

Pruner with unique locking system, with anvil, red/grey

226

250215

205

226197

Pruner, small model, blue/grey

Pruner with “Gear Power” lever mechanism, blue/grey

Bestseller! Bestseller!

EAN 8715397008394 EAN 8715397002156

EAN 8715397002163EAN 8715397006796

EAN 8715397008400



Pruners

8 9

K-0400

Upper blade: K-0400-1

K-0500

Upper blade: K-0500-1

K-0600

Upper blade: K-0600-1

K-0700

Upper blade: K-0700-1

K-0900

Upper blade: K-0900-1

K-0550

K-0650

Upper blade: K-0600-1

Left-handed

Rotating 
handle

2-step lock

The special 2-step lock system 
lets the user determine how far 
the scissors open. This ranges 
from closed, half open to fully 
open. When cutting many thin 
branches, this ensures that there 
is less force needs to be used.

Wire cut function*

With the notch in the top blade of 
these pruning shears you can cut 
wire. Ideal for the florist.

* Excluding K-0550
6/48

6/48

6/48

6/48

6/48 6/48

6/48

15

25

25

25

25 25

25

Professional ‘drop forged’ pruner, red

Professional ‘drop forged’ pruner, red

Professional aluminium pruner with anvil, red

Professional ‘drop forged’ pruner, red

Professional “Heavy Duty” pruner, red

Professional ‘drop forged’ pruner with rotating handle, red

Left-handed, professional ‘drop forged’ pruner, red

238200

252215

228210

250215

270215 250215

290215

Bestseller!

Wire cut function

Rotating 
handle

Bestseller!

EAN 8715397007533

EAN 8715397002200

EAN 8715397002781

EAN 8715397002217

EAN 8715397003474

EAN 8715397008141

EAN 8715397003108

The rotating handle moves with 

the fingers with every cutting 

motion, eliminating friction. This 

prevents blisters and reduces in-

juries.



K-0750

Cut & hold pruner
The ergonomic K-0750 from Metallo is equipped with 
a multiple choice lock, which can be set to: fully closed,  
half open or fully open. The K-0750 is also equipped with a 
spring and bumpers to protect the wrist.

You can easily cut wire by using the notch in the top blade 
of these pruning shears. Ideal for the florist.

Parts such as an upper blade, spring or a Cut & Hold piece 
are also available for the presentation shears.

Pruners

Upper blade: K-0750-1

K-0750

K-1050

K-1050

K-1010

K-1020

K-1015

K-1025

K-0310

K-0300

230 235

Upper blade: K-0300-1

Upper blade: K-0310-1

Cut & hold pruner

10 11

6/48 6/48

6/48

6/48

6/48

6/48

6/486/48

Professional ‘drop forged’ pruner, red/black

Professional ‘drop forged’ pruner, red/black

Professional pruner, constructed entirely of durable steel, red

Professional pruner, constructed entirely of durable steel, red

Professional pruner, constructed entirely of durable steel, red

Professional pruner, constructed entirely of durable steel, redProfessional pruner forged from two parts, red

Rose pruner with “Cut & Hold” feature, orange

215210 245215

235230

286205

354225

223190

278220237215

25

25

2525

20

20

20

7

Bestseller!

Bestseller!
EAN 8715397008417 EAN 8715397003115

EAN 8715397008424

EAN 8715397008431

EAN 8715397008448

EAN 8715397008455

EAN 8715397008462EAN 8715397007823

Cut & Hold

Wire cut function



K-3100 K-3200

Hedge trimmers Silver-Line

K-3600

K-3700

Classic models

12 13

K-2700

K-2750L

K-2750

K-2700-series

Hedge trimmers

The Metallo hedge trimmers are made of the highest quality materials, 
and the sharp cutting blades ensure as little damage as possible to your 
hedge or box plants during pruning.
 
The ergonomic handles offers the user the perfect grip to be able to 
work for a longer period with less risk of injuries.

The green line is available in various sizes and also with telescopic  
handles for maximum reach; for every job a perfect tool!

EXTRA
 LO

N
G

Set of blades: K-2700-1

Set of blades: K-2700-1

Set of blades: K-2750L-1

Telescopic - from 645mm to 845mm

Hard chrome plating

Carbon hardened steel

Lightweight aluminium

Forged model

Interchangeable blades

Long life span

Double bumpers

6/12

6/12

6/12

6/12

6/12

6/12

6/12

1140590

905745

970800

815580

1010540

1040540

Hedge trimmer with corrugated blades of 320 mm, green/black

Hedge trimmer with corrugated blades of 230 mm, wood

Hedge trimmer with micro-serrated blades of 230 mm, wood

Telescopic hedge trimmer with corrugated blades of 320 mm, green/black

Lightweight hedge trimmer with blades of 205 mm, grey/black

Lightweight hedge trimmer with blades of 205 mm, grey/black

Lightweight hedge trimmer with blades of 255 mm, grey/black

6451590845 1590~645 84510

10

10

10

10

10

10

Bestseller!

EAN 8715397002361

EAN 8715397002408

EAN 8715397002415

EAN 8715397002385

EAN 8715397002378

EAN 8715397005423

EAN 8715397001272

With notch
for branches

Micro-serration



K-1660

K-1900

K-1800

K-1850

Telescopic - from 630mm to 1035mm

Telescopic - from 740mm to 1145mm

Grass shears

TELESCO
PIC

1514

6/24

6/24

6

6

Grass edging shears 360 mm, 180º rotating, plastic

Traditional sheepshears/grass edging shears with stainless steel blades, wood

Telescopic lawn shears with horizontal blades, green/black

Telescopic lawn shears with vertical blades, green/black

370

260

360

290

6451785845 1590~740 1145

6451785845 1590~630 1035

EAN 8715397002248

EAN 8715397002293

EAN 8715397003139

EAN 8715397003146

14

Rotating
blades



K-4100

K-4600

K-4500

K-5000

K-5100

Loppers

K-5600 K-4500

16 17

K-5600

For the heavy work, you need the shears with the unique ratchet 
mechanism; so called Gear Power. They reduce the cutting effort 
substantially, spare the wrists, and help prevent injuries. 

These strong Metallo loppers will get every pruning job done! For 
those who prefer the more traditional version, our wooden handle 
lopper has been very popular for years. 

Upper blade: K-4600-1

Upper blade: K-5000-1

Upper blade: K-5100-1

K-4600 - K-5100

K-5000

K-4500

Telescopic - from 660mm to 995mm

Telescopic - from 660mm to 995mm

Telescopic

6/12

6/12

6/12

6/126/12 6/12

6451690845 1590~660 995

645 1710845 1590~660 995

675395

1396780

1190700 1338780

Mini loppers, green/black

Loppers with ratchet mechanism “Gear Power”, green/black

Telescopic loppers with ratchet mechanism “Gear Power” and anvil, green/black

Telescopic bypass loppers with ratchet mechanism “Gear Power”, green/black Telescopic loppers with ratchet mechanism “Gear Power” and anvil, green/blackLoppers 700 mm, wood

30

50

50

50 5035

Bestseller!

EAN 8715397002453

EAN 8715397003276

EAN 8715397002460

EAN 8715397006390 EAN 8715397000763EAN 8715397002439



K-5700

K-5750

K-5800

K-5850

K-5950

Silver-Line XL
Loppers

18 19

Upper blade: K-5700-1

Upper blade: K-5700-1

Upper blade: K-5800-1

Upper blade: K-5800-1

Upper blade: K-5950-1

Silver-Line
The Silver-Line loppers from Metallo are the pick of the bunch. The 
loppers are available in various lengths and with different cutting 
heads for different jobs, from shrubs to vines;  and other jobs that 
require precision. 

The big guy within the Silver-Line is the K-5950 who can handle a 
diameter of 55mm! 

Carbon hardened steel

Hard chrome plating

Lightweight aluminium

Interchangeable blades

Long life span

Double bumpers

Cut up to 55mm

6/12 6/12

6/12 6/12

6/12

36

38 42

55

40

Professional lightweight loppers, grey/black Professional lightweight loppers, grey/black

Professional lightweight loppers, grey/black

Very robust and professional lightweight loppers, grey/black

Professional lightweight loppers, grey/black

800500

990700950700

9601995

830500

ORIGINAL

Bestseller!

Bestseller!

Powerhouse!

EAN 8715397005430

EAN 8715397006185

EAN 8715397006192

EAN 8715397006383

EAN 8715397004617



Pruning at heights

Bladlengte: 400mm

K-6770

21
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Upper blade: K-6770-1

Upper blade: K-6770-1

K-6670

K-6690

K-6680

20

Pruning attachments
Combined with the telescopic poles from 
Metallo, the K-6770 is thé solution to prune at 
height. Due to the “Gear Power” transmission, 
a diameter of 50mm can be pruned without 
significant efforts.

The K-6770 is also available for the ARS EXP 
poles, art. number K-6770. Spare parts are in-
deed available also for these products, as well 
as a 10 years guarantee on craftsmanship.

21

Extandable up to
6 meters

6/12

6/12

6/12

6/12

6/12

For Metallo
poles

Voor ARS
poles

400mm

6451215845 1590~1700 3000

6452075845 1590~1850 4800

6452520845 1590~2260 6100

50

50

170

Pruning element for the Metallo telescopic poles, black

Pruning element for ARS EXP series telescopic poles, red/black

Pruning saw for Metallo telescopic poles, black

1219480

1254500

420620

K-6710

4.01.9 Saw blade: K-6710-1

6/12

Bestseller!

EAN 8715397003955

EAN 8715397003979

EAN 8715397000473

EAN 8715397003962

EAN 8715397005058

EAN 8715397005096



Blue-Line

K-6025

K-6045

K-6110 K-6130

K-6150

Pruning saws with holster

K-6160

Folding pruning saws

K-6110B K-6130B

K-6150B

22 23

4.01.3 Saw blade: K-6110-1 4.01.4 Saw blade: K-6130-1

4.01.4 Saw blade: K-6150-1

Saw blade: K-6150-1

4.01.4 Saw blade: K-6160-
1

4.01.3 Saw blade: K-6110-1

4.01.4

4.01.4 Saw blade: K-6130-1

4.01.3 Saw blade: K-6025-1

4.01.3 Saw blade: K-6045-1

Metallo 
pruning saws

Hard chrome plating

Carbon hardened steel

Impulse hardened teeth

Interchangeable blades

Long life span

Taper ground

Pull-Saw method

6/48

6/48

6/48

6/48

6/48

6/48

6/48 6/48

6/48

179390 199450

226530

162350

216505

185430

230505

70 70

70
135

70 105

135

105

125

Pruning saw with straight blade of 210 mm, red/black

Pruning saw with straight blade of 350 mm, red/black

Pruning saw with straight blade of 180 mm, blue/black

Pruning saw with straight blade of 350 mm, blue/black

Pruning saw with straight blade of 270 mm, red/black Pruning saw with straight blade of 180 mm, red/black

Pruning saw with curved blade of 180 mm, red/black
Pruning saw with curved blade of 330 mm, red/black

Pruning saw with straight blade of 270 mm, blue/black

242645207845 1590/242 417

242645209415 209845 1590/242 415

Bestseller! Bestseller!

Bestseller!

EAN 8715397008240

EAN 8715397008288

EAN 8715397008325

EAN 8715397008349

EAN 8715397008264

EAN 8715397008301
EAN 8715397008202

EAN 8715397008189

EAN 8715397008332



K-6210

K-6250

K-6230
K-6110W

K-6160W

4.0

4.0

1.4

1.4

Saw blade: K-6110-1

Saw blade: K-6160-1

K-6130W

4.01.4 Saw blade: K-6130-1

K-6150W

4.01.4 Saw blade: K-6150-1N
A

TU
U

RL
IJK

Pruning saws with wooden handle Bowsaws

25

380mm / 15'' 530mm / 21''

760mm / 30''

Saw blade: K-6210-1 Saw blade: K-6230-1

Saw blade: K-6250-1

24

6/48

10

10

10

6/48

6/48

6/48

185375

510460 640620

820850195455

217530

228510

70

135

230

170

105

135

125

Pruning saw with straight blade of 180 mm, wood

Bowsaw with blade of 380 mm, grey Bowsaw with blade of 530 mm, grey

Bowsaw with blade of 760 mm, greyPruning saw with straight blade of 270 mm, wood

Pruning saw with straight blade of 350 mm, wood

Pruning saw with curved blade of 330 mm, wood

Topper!

EAN 8715397005270

EAN 8715397004969 EAN 8715397004976

EAN 8715397004983EAN 8715397005041

EAN 8715397005218

EAN 8715397005324



Axes

K-6410

K-6430

K-6450 K-6480

FIBERG
LA

SS
K-6410W K-6430W

K-6450W

27

Handle: K-6410W-2 Handle: K-6430W-2

Handle: K-6450W-2

The Metallo 64XXW series has a waxed ash wood handle. The 
wax ensures that the wood can breathe and does not absorb 
water and dirt, this ensures a longer lifespan. Moreover, wax-
ing is better for the environment than the lacquered versions.

Made from ash wood

Fiberglass
handle

24

12

12

24

12

12 6

810360

2279800

916360

2078700

2503800 4608900

1888700

Axe with wooden handle and head weight of 600 gram, DIN 5131, wood

Axe with wooden handle and head weight of 1600 gram, DIN 7294, wood

Axe with fiberglass handle and head weight of 600 gram, DIN 7287, yellow/black

Axe with fiberglass handle and head weight of 1250 gram, DIN 7287, yellow/black

Axe with fiberglass handle and head weight of 1600 gram, DIN 7287, yellow/black Splitting axe with fiberglass handle and head weight of 3000 gram, yellow/black

Axe with wooden handle and head weight of 1250 gram, DIN 7294, wood

EAN 8715397006956

EAN 8715397004686

EAN 8715397004693

EAN 8715397002989

EAN 8715397004655

EAN 8715397004662 EAN 8715397004679

26

Geprüfte Sicherheit

“Geprüfte sicherheit” is a German 
certification mark which means 
“Tested Safety”. This means that the 
tested products meets the German safety requirements. 

Inspections are regularly repeated to ensure that the products 
keep their safety level, and also to make sure that no dangerous  
substances have been used. All the Metallo axes have earned the GS 
certification mark!

Fiberglass handles

The 64XX series with yellow / black handle has a fiberglass handle. A 
major advantage of this is the light weight and the ease of keeping the 
handle clean. This does not absorb any grease or water.
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K-7000 K-7010

K-7030

K-7150

K-7141

K-7151

K-7341

K-7351

K-7441

K-7451

Knife with a serrated SS blade of 180 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a serrated SS blade of 180 mm, HACCP, red

Knife with a serrated SS blade of 180 mm, HACCP, yellow

Knife with a serrated SS blade of 210 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a serrated SS blade of 210 mm, HACCP, red

Knife with a serrated SS blade of 210 mm, HACCP, yellow

Knives with plastic handle

Metallo
knives

K-7140

K-7142

K-7130

K-7120

K-7122

K-7110

K-7230

K-7231

Carbon hardened steel

HACCP blue

V-shape cut

Long life span

20/40/240 20/40/240

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

20/240

Knife with a rounded C60 blade of 35 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 40 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 40 mm, HACCP, blue

Spinach knife with a pointed C60 blade of 150 mm, HACCP, blue

Spinach knife with a serrated C60 blade of 150 mm, HACCP, blue

19135 18140

175310

179310

130317

165342

130317

165342

165342

130317

95220

105260

105254

136290

144317

144317

178342

18140

Knife with a SS blade of 90 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a SS blade of 130 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a SS blade of 155 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a SS blade of 210 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a SS blade of 180 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a C60 blade of 130 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a C60 blade of 180 mm, HACCP, blue

ORIGINAL
EAN 8715397002767 EAN 8715397002590

EAN 8715397001432

EAN 8715397002149

EAN 8715397006888

EAN 8715397000862

EAN 8715397003528

EAN 8715397003535

EAN 8715397003948

EAN 8715397003542

EAN 8715397003559

EAN 8715397003900

EAN 8715397003566

EAN 8715397006864

EAN 8715397000855

EAN 8715397001999

EAN 8715397007298

EAN 8715397002620

K-7020

K-7060

K-7080

20/240

12/144

20/240

Knife with a rounded C60 blade of 60 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a rounded stainless steel blade of 40 mm, HACCP, blue

Knife with a pointed stainless steel blade from 80 mm, HACCP, blue

19150

21145

25185

EAN 8715397002583

EAN 8715397006475

EAN 8715397006482

Available in several colors

Metallo K-7001

Metallo K-7002

Metallo K-7003

K-7070

12/144

Knife with a pointed curved stainless steel blade from 60 mm, HACCP, blue

22170

EAN 8715397006499



3130

Knives with plastic handle

910050

930525

960090

910055

930530

960095

12/240

12/240

12/144

12/240

12/240

20/240

Steak knife with a pointed serrated stainless steel blade of 110 mm, black

Knife with a pointed curved stainless steel blade of 60 mm, red

Knife with a pointed stainless steel blade from 105 mm, orange

Steak knife with a pointed serrated stainless steel blade of 180 mm, black

Knife with pointed stainless steel blade from 80 mm, red

Knife with a pointed stainless steel blade from 45 mm, blue
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20

22

220

165

195

81300

21170

28145

EAN 4008502501274

EAN 8715397006741

EAN 4008502502110

EAN 8715397006758

EAN 8715397007717

960055 960057

12 12

Fillet knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 180 mm, rigid 2.5mm, blue Fillet knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 180 mm, flexible 2.2 mm, blue

107 270 107270

EAN 8715397006727 EAN 8715397006734

960040

960015

960025

960045

960043

Knife with a serrated pointed SS blade of 75 mm, wood

Knife with a curved pointed C60 blade of 180 mm, wood Knife with a curved pointed C60 blade of 180 mm, wood

Knife with a serrated pointed C60 blade of 75 mm, wood

960035

960010

960020

960030

930665

960180 960185

Knives with wooden handle

20/24020/240

12/144

20/240

12/144

12/240

6/60

20/240

20/240

20/240

20/240

6/60

18140

20165

22185

19170

19170

115315

31180

18145

29170

41185

147340

20145

Knife with a rounded C60 blade of 40 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 60 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 85 mm, wood Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 65 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 75 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 40 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 40 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 40 mm, wood

EAN 8715397001722

EAN 8715397007618

EAN 8715397001692

EAN 8715397001555

EAN 8715397004280

EAN 8715397001777 EAN 8715397001784

EAN 8715397001678

EAN 8715397002798

EAN 8715397001760

EAN 8715397001715

EAN 8715397001630

960005

12/14435185

Knife with a curved pointed C60 blade of 85 mm, wood

EAN 8715397001715
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Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 90 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 100 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 130 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 150 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 180 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 200 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 230 mm, wood

960131

963010 963011

Solingen

Spinach knives

Metallo knives
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960140

960135

960130

960125

960115

960120

960110

Carbon hardened steel

V-shape cut

Long life span

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/60

6/48 6/48

116310

62200

63215

75245

100260

108295

110320

126340

152310 156310

8 7 1 5 3 9 7 0 0 3 4 6 7

8 7 1 5 3 9 7 0 0 1 7 9 1

8 7 1 5 3 9 7 0 0 1 8 0 7

8 7 1 5 3 9 7 0 0 1 8 1 4

8 7 1 5 3 9 7 0 0 1 8 2 1

8 7 1 5 3 9 7 0 0 1 8 3 8

8 7 1 5 3 9 7 0 0 2 9 2 7

Knife with a serrated C60 blade from 180 mm, wood

Spinach knife with a stainless steel blade of 150 mm, wood Spinach knife with a serrated stainless steel blade of 150 mm, wood

ORIGINAL

EAN 8715397001845 EAN 8715397001869

EAN 8715397002910

960137960078

960122960050

960126960070

960136960076

960120E960080

6/6020/240

6/4820/240

6/486/60

6/6012/144

6/6012/240

11530018165

6824017170

9622030185

11330017155

5124552155

Knife with a serrated stainless steel blade of 200 mm, woodKnife with a pointed stainless steel blade from 80 mm, wood

Knife with a serrated C60 blade from 200 mm, woodKnife with a pointed stainless steel blade from 60 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed C60 blade of 130 mm, woodKnife with a pointed stainless steel blade from 65 mm, wood

Knife with a serrated C60 blade from 150 mm, woodKnife with a pointed C60 blade of 105 mm, wood

Knife with a pointed stainless steel blade from 130 mm, woodKnife with a pointed curved stainless steel blade from 75 mm, wood

EAN 8715397003610EAN 8715397007700

EAN 8715397001562EAN 8715397005089

EAN 8715397002231EAN 8715397007694

EAN 8715397007649EAN 8715397003702

EAN 8715397003498EAN 8715397006789

Knives with wooden handle



Strip steel knives

956019-X

956019-L

956017-L

956019-D

956017-D

956016-D 500 pieces in box

500 pieces in box

500 pieces in box

956016-X
956040-X

10 pieces in blister
10 pieces in blister

10 pieces in blister

956016-L 50 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

956011-D

956011-L

500 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

956015-D

956015-L

500 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

956031-D

956031-L

500 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

34

Extra thin handle

956009-D

956009-L

500 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

Strip steel knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 65 mm, yellow

Strip steel knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 65 mm, red

Strip steel knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 65 mm, blue
Strip steel knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 65 mm, multicolour

Strip steel knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 65 mm, orangeStrip steel knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 65 mm, green

Strip steel knife with a rounded stainless steel blade of 45 mm and a thin handle, 
red

Strip steel knife with a pointed stainless steel blade of 65 mm and a thin handle, 
red

17160

17160

17160
17160

1716017160

1115511135

MUMULTLTI-COI-COLOLOURUR
EAN 8715397011066

EAN 8715397002422

EAN 8715397008769

EAN 8715397008806

EAN 8715397002903

EAN 8715397002897

EAN 8715397008387

EAN 8715397000428

EAN 8715397001623

EAN 8715397001609

EAN 8715397001616

EAN 8715397004129

EAN 8715397007540

EAN 8715397000459

EAN 8715397001029

956050

Solingen
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955020955010

Snap-off knives

Set of 10 knives: 955021Set of 10 knives: 955011

Strip steel knives

956012-D

956008-L

956008-D

956010-D

956012-L

956013-L

956013-D

500 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

500 pieces in box

500 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

50 pieces in box

500 pieces in box

956010-L

Stainless steel

Double-sided ground

Lightweight

Affordable

12/144/288

6/12

60

Strip steel knife with a rounded stainless steel blade of 45 mm, green

Snap-off knife with blade of 155 mm and a blade width of 18 mm, yellow/black Snap-off knife with blade of 130 mm and a blade width of 9 mm, yellow/black

Strip steel knife with a rounded stainless steel blade of 45 mm, red

Bread knife with serrated stainless steel blade of 200 mm made of strip steel, blue

Strip steel knife with a rounded stainless steel blade of 45 mm, blue

Strip steel knife with a rounded stainless steel blade of 45 mm, yellow

16140

16140

16140

16140

58315

36155 15130

EAN 8715397001579

EAN 8715397007373

EAN 8715397008776

EAN 8715397008790EAN 8715397008752

EAN 8715397008745

EAN 8715397005072

EAN 8715397008783

EAN 8715397004143 EAN 8715397004167

EAN 8715397003580
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958110 958150

958120
958151

970020 958156

958115
985155

970060 970100

970010

Folding knives

36

6/24/144 6/24/144

6/48 6/24/144

6/48 6/48

6/48

6/24/144
6/24/144

6/24/144

6/24/144

Folding knife with a stainless steel blade of 75 mm, wood Folding knife with a stainless steel blade of 75 mm, black

Folding knife with a stainless steel blade of 85 mm, wood
Folding knife with a stainless steel blade of 85 mm, black

Folding knife with a stainless steel blade of 95 mm, wood
Folding knife with a stainless steel blade of 75 mm, blue

Folding knife with a C60 steel blade of 80 mm, wood Folding knife with a stainless steel blade of 85 mm, blue

Folding knife with a C60 steel blade of 80 mm, wood Folding knife with a C60 steel blade of 100 mm, wood

Folding knife with a stainless steel blade of 80 mm, wood54165 44165

53170 18192

71185
74185

88210

17164

60165 82200

62165

EAN 8715397001463 EAN 8715397001494

EAN 8715397001470
EAN 8715397001500

EAN 8715397001487
EAN 8715397008820

EAN 8715397001456 EAN 8715397008837

EAN 8715397001548 EAN 8715397002750

EAN 8715397002736

970098

970067 970099

970095

Solingen

37

Left-handed

6/48 12/48

6/48

6/48

Grafting knife with a C60 steel blade of 70 mm, red

Left-handed oculating knife with a C60 steel blade of 75 mm, black Grafting knife with a stainless steel blade of 70 mm, black

Carnation knife with C60 steel blade of 60 mm, red

34125

55165

59170 45170

EAN 8715397002835

EAN 8715397001371 EAN 8715397001654

EAN 8715397001296

970066 970060

970080 970064

6/48 6/48

6/48 6/48

Oculating knife with a C60 steel blade of 75 mm, black Garden knife with a C60 steel blade of 95 mm, wood

Grafting knife with a stainless steel blade of 70 mm, red Grafting knife with a C60 steel blade of 60 mm, black

63170 67185

45170 50170

EAN 8715397001364 EAN 8715397001548

EAN 8715397001319 EAN 8715397007250
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K-0035

K-0040

The original Metallo shears are available in a variety of styles: harvest 
shears, fruit shears, grape shears, hobby shears, all-purpose shears 
and household shears. 

The scissors are suitable for many different applications, so the right 
model can always be found with this balanced line.

Metallo shears

Harvesting shears

38

Plastic handles

HACCP product

Long life span

Ergonomical 

20/100

20/100

Universal, lightweight shears with slightly curved blades, orange

Universal, lightweight shears with straight blades, orange

98185

83186

Bestseller!

EAN 8715397002033

EAN 8715397002057

Hobby scissors

985005

985010

964054

985006

985020

985021

12/96

12/144

6/48 6/48

6/48

6/48

Set of 2 hobby scissors with stainless steel blades in blister, orange

Hobby scissors with stainless steel blades with cap, orange Hobby scissors with stainless steel blades, orange

Hobby scissors with stainless steel blades and a cord, blue Wire cutter, completely forged with plastic coating, blue

Set of 6 hobby scissors with stainless steel blades in box, orange

60150

64150

116190 96190

96190

60150

HOBBY
SCISSORS

Great value! Bestseller!

985006
6-pack

985010
12-pack

EAN 8715397007410

EAN 8715397001203

EAN 8715397000343

EAN 8715397007427

EAN 8715397001210

EAN 8715397002118



4140

973060 Budget-Line

973062 Budget-Line

Scissors

Budget-Line pruners

985040 Budget-Line 985060 Budget-Line

The Budget-Line consists of a series of selected products based on price and quality. The products in the Budget-Line are copies of the 
higher-quality products available in the Original-Line. Beneath you will find two pruning shears from the Budget-Line, and elsewhere in 
the catalogue, various products will be indicated with the Budget-Line information. 

6/48

6/48

6/48 6/48

52180

60215

122180 203210

Budget-Line pruner with a length of 180 mm, red Budget-Line pruner with a length of 210 mm, red

Scissors with stainless steel blades and black plastic handles, black

Scissors with stainless steel blades and black plastic handles, black

15 15

973074

5/50105265

Scissors with stainless steel blades and softgrip handles, black/blue

EAN 8715397006949

EAN 8715397000220

EAN 8715397000237

EAN 8715397007915 EAN 8715397000374

968110 968113

968021 972013

Rose strippers

40

12/72

24/144 12/72

6/4864180

21140 42140

62155

Rose stripper Dornlos, stainless steel, orange

Rose stripper basic, aluminium Set of 2 rose strippers, 140 mm, stainless steel

Rose stripper with a knife with a C60 steel blade of 45 mm

EAN 8715397002088

EAN 8715397001227 EAN 8715397001234

EAN 8715397000206
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973070

973072

6/48

6/48

56190

70215

Scissors with stainless steel blades and softgrip handles, black/blue

Scissors with stainless steel blades and softgrip handles, black/blue

Bestseller!

EAN 8715397007854

EAN 8715397007861 Removing thorns

To safely remove thorns from roses, Metallo of-
fers you a selection of thorn strippers who will 
all get the job done in no time at all.

You can choose between our 3 models who all 
work equally well; it is only a question of per-
sonal preferences! 



4342

965010

6/4824105

Peeler Rex 105 mm, aluminium

EAN 8715397003627

959140

SW0010

SW0110

SW0150

 

959145 SW0100

SW0140

Miscellaneous

Set slijpmessen: SW0140-1

6/24 6/24

6/48

6/144

12/144

12/144

10/100

44150 106235

356150

3089

14060

15124

49150

Universal leather pruner 
holster

Universal leather pruner 
holster

Wetstone with fine and medium coarse side

Sharpening egg Aladdin including mounting screw, white

Sharpener table model with suction cup, red

Multi-sharpener handmodel, blue

Sharpener, handmodel, blue

Bestseller!

Bestseller!

EAN 8715397001050 EAN 8715397006307

EAN 8715397000817

EAN 8715397004235

EAN 8715397002941

EAN 8715397006925

EAN 8715397002934

960085

960086

6/60

20/240

30140

25140

Carving knife with curved C60 steel blade of 40 mm, wood

Left-handed carving knife with curved C60 steel blade of 40 mm, wood

EAN 4260010952119

EAN 4260010952102

K-8060BULK

K-8060-1

Leaf-Cutter

K-8060 | Incl. 50 knives

K-8065BULK

K-8065 | Incl. 50 knives

43

Set of 50 knives: K-8060-1 Set of 50 knives: K-8060-1

Leaf-Cutter
The Leaf-Cutter from Germo-Products is used to cut off redundant 
leaves from various crops. The extremely sharp blades will make 
the cleanest possible cut. The replaceable blades are a great aid to  
reduce cross contamination, viruses and bacteria while harvesting.

Metallo Leaf-Cutter
Stainless steel

Double-sided ground

Lightweight

6/24

Aluminium leaf cutter with stainless steel blade of 25mm, grey

Set of 50 stainless steel spare knives for the K-8060/K-8065

Plastic leaf cutter with stainless steel blade of 25mm, blue

41162120162

118

EAN 8715397008066 EAN 8715397008363

EAN 8715397004945

EAN 8715397008073
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K-8025

K-8000-1 K-8010-1

Used in combination with fluid disinfectants, the Germo-Knife is a great 
aid to reduce cross contamination, viruses and bacteria while harves-
ting. 

By using the coloured plugs you can regulate the flow of liquid on both 
sides of the Germo-Knife. The blue plug is solid, and will not let any 
liquid through. The red plug has an opening of 0.5 mm, the orange plug 
has an opening of 1.0 mm and the green plug has an opening of 1.5 mm 
for maximum flow of liquid.

Desinfectie- / melkmes 

Determine the dispense

K-8030-4 Green: 1.5mm - set of 25

K-8030-3 Orange: 1mm - set of 25

K-8030-2 Red: 0.5mm - set of 25

K-8030-1 Blue: 0mm - set of 25

Carbon hardened steel

HACCP blue

V-shape cut

Verwisselbare reservoirs en knives

Long life span

Ruim vloeistof reservoir

6/48

12/96 12/96

12/96

6/48

Germo-Knife with rounded C60 steel blade of 40 mm, blue

Spare piece for K-8000 with rounded C60 steel blade of 40 mm, blue

Germo-Knife with pointed C60 steel blade of 45 mm, blue

Spare piece for K-8000 with pointed C60 steel blade of 45 mm, blue

Germo-Knife reservoir with screw cap, blue

K-8000 K-8010

47188

1590 1495

34120

46193

EAN 8715397007724

EAN 8715397007779

EAN 8715397007731

EAN 8715397007786

EAN 8715397007793

EAN 8715397005164

EAN 8715397005157

EAN 8715397005027

EAN 8715397005010

Germo-Knife

G
ER

M
O

-K
N

IF
E
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Interchangeable plugs
for different dispensing

44



474646

Promotional

PR0023

PR0012

Metallo mug

Metallo pen

PR0042

Metallo Buddy

K-0900-S

Pruning set • K-0900-S 

The special value K-0900-S pruning set consists of 2 of the most popu-
lar products in the Metallo range. 

The K-0900 is a very popular pruning shear with a total length of 
215mm and cutting diameter of 25mm. The ergonomically designed 
handles and the shock absorber will spare your wrist during use.

The 958115 is a pocket knife with stainless steel blade of 82mm and a 
total length of 185mm.

K-0900

Upper blade: K-0900-1

958115

Folding knive 
958115

Pruner K-0900

Metallo giftset: K-0900 pruner en 958115 folding knive 71185

270215 L 25

ORIGINAL

EAN 8715397007755 EAN 8715397001470

EAN 8715397003474

Terms and conditions

General terms and conditions of sale and delivery of Westparts B.V. in Wieringerwerf, The Netherlands

For the private owned company with limited responsibility WESTPARTS B.V., by law established in Hoorn, with office space in 1771 SP Wieringerwerf, De Stek 7.

Article 1. Validity of these terms and conditions
These terms and conditions are valid for every offer and/or every agreement between Westparts B.V, hereinafter referred to as “Westparts”, and customers who have been informed about the terms and conditions, as long as none of the parties have denied in writing the validity of the 
terms. If one or more articles are regarded as invalid, the remaining articles remain valid.

Article 2. Offers and agreements
1. All offers are without obligations, unless otherwise explicitly agreed upon in writing. Westparts has the right to withdraw any given offer within two working days after acceptance.
2. Agreements are valid only upon written confirmation from Westparts to the customer; this also concerns agreements made through an intermediary.

Article 3. Delivery
The customer is obligated to accept the products when these are delivered to him, or when the products are made available to him according to the agreement.
If the customer refuses to do so, or is late with passing on information or instructions essential for the delivery, the products will be stored at the customers risk. The customer will in this case be responsible for all possible costs in this connection, and at least the storage costs.

Article 4. Delivery time
Any dates quoted for delivery are approximate only, unless otherwise has been agreed upon. If otherwise has been agreed upon, and Westparts do not deliver on time, the customer is obligated to hold Westparts liable in writing.

Article 5. Back orders / partial deliveries
Westparts has the right to deliver partially. This does not apply if the partial delivery has no independent value. If the products are delivered partially, Westparts has the right to invoice each delivery independently.

Article 6. Technical requirements etc.
If the products delivered in the Netherlands are to be used outside the Netherlands, Westparts is responsible for that the delivered products are in accordance with the technical requirements and/or standards that are demanded by laws or regulations in the country where the 
products are to be used, if the information regarding use in another country has been given upon finalizing the contract. All other technical requirements the customer has regarding the- to- be -delivered products and which differ from the normal standards, must be explicitly 
informed upon the finalizing of the contract.

Article 7. Changes
Westparts has the right to deliver products that differs from the products described in the sales contract:
If Westparts uses this right, and delivers a product that substantially differs from the product agreed upon, the customer has the right to annul the contract. The customer has the right to do so within 14 days after delivery date, or when he should have noticed the substantial differences.

Article 8. Termination of the contract
1. Westparts’ claims towards the customer are immediately effective in case of the following circumstances:
    -if after finalizing the agreement, Westparts receives information that gives Westparts reason to believe that the customer will not fulfil his obligations
    -if Westparts has asked the customer for security for the order when finalizing the contract, and security has not been given or is unsatisfactory.
 In case of the above mentioned circumstances, Westparts has the right to delay further execution of the agreement, as well as annul the agreement. This does not effect Westparts’ rights for compensation.
2. In case of unexpected circumstances having influence on persons and/or materials used or planned used by Westparts when carrying out the agreement, and if the unexpected circumstances are of such kind that it makes the execution impossible or utterly difficult,  
 and/or leads to such costs that the carrying out of the agreement can not be reasonably defended, Westparts has the right to annul the agreement. 

Article 9. Warranties
1. Westparts is not responsible for production faults concerning the delivered goods.
2. Westparts delivers goods with normal factory warranties and the production units are thus responsible in all cases.

Article 10. Ownership
1. Products delivered by Westparts remains property of Westparts until the customer has fulfilled all responsibilities regarding all final contracts and agreements with Westparts:
    -any in return commitments with reference to delivered products or products to be delivered
    -potential claims due to the customer not having fulfilled his commitments according to the agreement
2. Products delivered by Westparts falling under 10.1, can only be re-sold within a framework of a normal company management.
 The customer does not hold any authority to pawn or to establish any rights on the products.
3. In case the customer does not live up to his responsibilities or there is a reasonable doubt regarding whether or not he will do so, Westparts has the right to remove or have removed products falling under article 10.1, from either the buyer or any third party  
 holding the products in stock. The customer is legally bound to fully co-operate under penalty of a daily fine of 10% of the amount still to be paid  
4. If a third party wants to establish any rights on the under the rights of ownership delivered goods, the buyer is legally bound to inform Westparts as soon as in fairness can be expected.
5. The customer is obliged to:
    -insure and to keep insured the under the rights of ownership delivered good against fire-, explosion,- and water damage and against theft and to hand over the insurance policy for inspection if requested to do so.
    -to pawn all claims from the customer to the insures in connection to the under the rights of ownership delivered goods, to Westparts in the way that is prescribed in art. 3:239 BW.
    -to pawn the demands that the customer gets towards his buyers from reselling under the rights of ownership delivered goods by Westparts, to Westparts in the way that is prescribed in art. 3: 239 BW.
    -to mark all under the rights of ownership delivered goods as Westparts property.
    -to lend cooperation in other ways to all reasonable measures that Westparts will take safeguarding her rights of ownership in connection with the goods and which do not unreasonably harm the customer in the normal practise of his company.

Article 11. Complaints
1. The customer needs to (let) check the purchased goods up on delivery or as soon as possible after the delivery. The customer has to check if the delivered goods answers to the agreed upon, namely:
    -if the correct goods have been delivered
    -if the delivered goods answer to the agreed upon quantity
    -if the delivered goods meet the agreed upon quality requirements or
    -if these are lacking - if they do meet the demands one may have for normal use and/or commercial purpose
2. If visible faults or shortages are established the customer has to inform Westparts   within 8 days after delivery.
3. Non visible faults have to be informed in writing within 8 days to Westparts, after the establishing of the faults, yet at the very latest within the given factory guarantee.
4. Also when the customer complains in time, his obligation to payment and the purchase of the ordered goods stays valid. 
 Goods can only be returned to Westparts after the foregoing permission in writing.

Article 12. Price increase
If Westparts has a special price agreement with a customer, Westparts nevertheless has the right to raise her prices, and has the right to charge the prices according to her valid pricelist upon delivery. If the price increase is more than 10%, the customer has the right to annul / 
disband the agreement.

Article 13. Packaging
The customer is obliged to return the transport packaging empty and undamaged within 30 days. If the customer does not meet his obligations with regards to the packaging, all extra costs to follow, will be for his own account. Such costs may be: costs due to late return shipment, 
costs of replacement, repair or cleaning.

Article 14. Payment
1. Unless otherwise expressly stated payment for the goods is due no later than 30 days after invoice date:
    -by legal currency to Westparts bv
    -by transferring the due amount to the informed account numbers in property of Westparts 
 If full payment is not made by the due date, the buyer will automatically be in omission, and will be charged with an extra 1% interest per month, based on the amount he has to pay. 
2. In case of liquidation, bankruptcy, delay of payment from the customer, the obligations will be immediate effective.
3. Payment should be made without discounts or settlement.
4. Payment made by customer will first serve to settle all unpaid interest and costs, and then to settle the oldest invoice due, even if the customer states that payment is meant for a later invoice.   

Article 15. Collection costs
1. If the customer is inadequately or neglectful in carrying out his obligations, all  reasonable extra costs for collecting the payment will be for the customers account. The minimum costs will be;
    -Up till € 2.950,--   15%
    -From above amount and up till € 5.900,-- 10%
    -From above amount and up till € 14.750,--   8%
    -From above amount and up till € 58.990,--   5%
    -From above amount and up    3%
 If Westparts can document higher costs made in connection with collecting the money, which were necessary and also reasonable, these costs will also be for the customers account.
2. All judicial and extrajudicial collection costs that Westparts makes, are all to be paid by customer. 
 This is applicable only in case of a legal process 

Article 16. Liability
Westparts is to the customer only liable:
1. For damage due to shortcomings in the delivered goods concerns only the liability as settled in article 9 of these General Terms and Conditions,
2. Westparts is liable if damage has been caused by intention or crude guilt of Westparts or her executive inferiors.
3. The liability of Westparts is limited to the amount stated by the insurance, as far as the liability is covered by the insurance.
4. If the insurance in any case does not cover or does not proceed with payment, the liability will be limited to the invoice amount or if no invoice is existing the value of the agreed upon achievement.

Article 17. Force Majeure
1. Under force majeure is to be understood:
 Circumstances that will unable the fulfilment of the agreement, which are not ascribable to Westparts. Among these the following will be included (if and as far as these circumstances make the fulfilment impossible or unreasonably complicated):
 strikes in other companies than Westparts’, wild strikes or political strikes; general shortage or lack of necessary raw materials and other goods or services that are necessary to reach the agreed upon performance; not foreseen stagnation in connection with  
 suppliers or other third parties who Westparts is depending on and general problems in transport.
2. Westparts also has the right to refer to force majeure if circumstances that unable the fulfilment occur after Westparts should have met her obligations.
3. During the period of force majeure the deliveries and other obligations of Westparts will be postponed. If this period due to force majeure which in Westparts is not able to meet her obligations, lasts longer than 3 months, both parties are entitled to annul the  
 agreement, without any obligations with regards to compensation.
4. If Westparts in the beginning of the period of force majeure already partially has fulfilled her obligations, or is able to fulfil her obligations only partially, Westparts has the right to invoice the partially delivered goods, or the goods that are to be partially delivered, and  
 is the customer obligated to regard this invoice as a separate contract. This does not apply if the partial delivery has no independent value.

Article 18. Disputes 
As a deviation from the statutory rules for the authorities of the civil court, all disputes between the customer and Westparts , as long as the court has the necessary authorities, will be settled by the Civil Court in Alkmaar.
Nevertheless Westparts has the authority to summon the buyer to an according to the law or the applicable international treaty qualified court.

Article 19. Applicable law
All relationships between Westparts and the customer will be governed by Dutch law.

Article 20. Changes in the General terms and conditions
Westparts has the right to change the General terms and conditions. The changes will come into force on the announced time of commencement.
Westparts will send the renewed terms and conditions to the customers in time.  If no time of commencement has been announced to the customer, the changes will come into force as soon as the customer has received the announcement.

Article 21. Translations
In case of conflict between a translation and the Dutch version of these terms and conditions, the Dutch text shall prevail.

The above terms and conditions have been deposited with the Chamber of Commerce at Alkmaar under number 36040554.1781
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